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We thank J.M. Duart Clemente et al. for their interest in

our article and raising important issues. Interestingly, the

incidence of preoperative neck pain was low in our series

despite this being a younger cohort of patients without

degenerated and fused spines. In addition, neck pain was

not a complaint noted during the follow-up period though

we have not presented this in the results. We agree that the

main goal of surgery is decompression for neurological

improvement and not motion preservation. Ours was a

unique group of younger patients with soft discs that stands

in contrast to the older set of patients with degenerated and

largely fused spines reported in Western series [1]. Having

performed the oblique corpectomy with good outcomes, we

noted the preservation of motion in the short term as a

secondary finding that has not been reported previously

with this technique. We have also documented a reduction

in cervical motion with longer follow-up indicating that the

body tends to fuse the spine with production of anterior

osteophytes in this relentlessly progressive degenerative

disease [2]. Furthermore, the analysis of data from our

consecutive series of 153 patients demonstrated that the

neurological function and thereby functional outcome was

markedly improved following oblique corpectomy. This

improved status remained without secondary worsening on

long-term follow-up [3]. The technique of oblique corp-

ectomy ensures the removal of the entire posterior surfaces

of the affected vertebrae compressing the cord at presen-

tation. The subsequent ‘‘cervicoarthrosis’’ that could

reform on the long term are predominantly at the anterior

surfaces of the vertebrae and cannot, therefore, endanger

the decompressed spinal cord. This would explain the lack

of progressive neurological deterioration at least due to a

compressive element at the segments treated. We agree

wholeheartedly that although motion preservation is not the

primary objective of this surgery, we could avoid or at least

retard the development of adjacent segment disease. Long-

term follow-up is, of course, mandatory to ensure that these

patients do not develop progressive kyphosis or adjacent

segment disease.
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